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69 Salmon St, 
Port Melbourne
VIC    3207

Phone:  03 9681 9191
Email: hire@placesettings.com.au
Website: www.placesettings.com.au

Here at Place Settings, our product and customer service philosophy is largely based 
around the concept of ‘Innovative Hiring’. This is because we offer our furniture hire 
services across Melbourne, with a keen focus on providing an unmatched range of luxury, 
high-end furniture, kitchenware and accessories.

We are one of the biggest companies in the Victorian and interstate furniture and 
kitchenware hire market, and provide flexible access to the latest trending product lines, 
while also supplying creative event concepts that make each event we supply products for 
truly unique. Our team excel at making temporary party spaces feel like the next big thing.

Conveniently located in Port Melbourne, we operate seven days a week to cater for the 
delivery and collection requirements of each of our clients. Our showroom is also open by 
appointment from Monday to Saturday.

If you’re looking for catering and kitchenware equipment or to hire furniture in Melbourne 
from one of Victoria’s biggest event hire specialists get in touch today!

CONTACT US



Sorrento Collection
Our great new modular outdoor range is not only perfect for outdoor events, but 
great indoors also. 

Endless possibilites with the interchangable cushions, available in four colour varieties  
- white, grey, navy and charcoal. Offering complimentary coffee and bar tables.



Knox Collection
Venturing a little further with our current 
feature chairs, we have developed new 
additions to the Knox Collection. Black 
leather wraps now available for both stools 
and chairs. 
Adding the striking new bar tables with black 
or white tops and alternating leg colour 
options of gold or black.



Scandi Collection - Black Wash
Building on the success of our Scandi Collection in natural oak, now comes the black 
wash stain. Stylish and contemporary design, that is a little bit edgy too.

With two feature trim options of gold or black.



Dalton Collection
Such luxury! The brand new Dalton lounge range comes in plush velvet 
fabric in both lounges and armchairs. 
Deep, rich tones of emerald green, navy blue, silver mist and champagne.  

Look at these new accent pieces to add that extra bit of refined elegance. The 

Dalton coffee and side table - available in gold and copper. 



Madison Collection Perfect to pair with the Dalton Collection to make a beautiful lounge setting. Or cluster 
together for a relaxed, open seating area.

Four size varieties in total: 0.45m, 0.85m, 1.2m and 1.8m diameter.

Talk about a gorgeous new range! The plush new Madison Collection has an extensive 
range of beautiful jewel toned ottomans in all shapes and sizes. With the stand out hero 
peice, the Island Ottoman, sure to be a talking point. 





Davey Collection
Make a statement with the Davey range. Cover in florals, create a backdrop - 
the options are only limited by your imagination.

All cubes and screens come in black and white with the cubes available in 
three heights; 1.2m, 1.8m or 2.4m.



Bars
We can offer a diverse range of bars in an assortment of 
materials to compliment your events’ style. The crisp, fresh 
styling of the Hayman, Calcutta, Pressed Metal and 
Weatherboard 

In addition to these we have our beautiful woodgrain         
varieties. The Herringbone, Oslo and for a truely unique look 
check out our Concrete bar.

And so many more!



Chairs & Stools
Dining with elegance. Our great new additions of feature chairs will have your 
next event looking like no other. Have a look at the uniquely different Sipa 
wooden chair to offer you a modern contemporary design. 

To compliment our already extensive offering in the Arrowe Collection, we now 
have luxe gold bar stools and chairs. Full collection colours: white, black, yellow, 
orange and peacock blue



Deck Chairs 
Sit back and relax!

Our deck chairs come in a great range of bright and fun colours, sure to suit 
your next event. Available in white stripe with colours, of red, yellow, blue and 
green with an alternative of plain navy as well.



Umbrellas
Not just for protection from the weather, our market umbrellas will offer a 
unique look to your next event.

Available in a wide variety of white stripe with colours, incluving pink, red, 
yellow, navy, blue and green. As well as plain white, black, taupe and chocolate.



Design Props
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